
If you need assistance, please contact:

Autronica  Fire and Security  AS, N-7483 Trondheim, Norway
Phone: 73 58 25 00, Fax: 73 58 25 01

In the event of fire
alarm/prealarm:

1. Follow the  “Fire-alarm
instructions”

2. The fire-alarm panel display
indicates the location of the alarm

3. Press SILENCE on the fire-alarm
panel when the situation is under
control. This will reset the voice-
alarm system

4. Press RESET on the fire-alarm
panel when the alarm area has
been checked and found to be
okay

In the event of faults on
voice-alarm panel:

1. The fire-alarm panel display indicates
that an error has occured

2. Press SILENCE on the fire-alarm
panel

3. Check the voice-alarm panel for
faults

4. Ensure that the fault is corrected

5. Press RESET on the fire-alarm panel
when the fault is corrected
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Operation buttons:
MICROPHONE: Operated by selecting the desired zone or all zones,

and pressing SPEAK
EVACUATION: Evacuation messages are broadcast in all loudspeaker

zones
ALL CLEAR: «All clear» messages are broadcast in all loudspeaker

zones
SYSTEM TEST: System test messages are broadcast in all

loudspeaker zones
RESET: Ends the current message
ZONE BUTTONS: One button for each of the loudspeaker zone (for use

with the SPEAK button and the microphone)
ALL ZONES: Selects all zones for the microphone
SPEAK: To ativate the «chime» and the microphone, push

and hold this button

Lamps:
EVACUATION: Lit when evacuation message is broadcast over the

system. Switches off when RESET is pressed
ALL CLEAR: Lit when ALL CLEAR button is pressed.

Switches off when RESET is pressed
SYSTEM TEST: Lit when SYSTEM TEST is pressed.

Switches off when RESET is pressed
RESET: Lit when a message is activated.

Switches off when RESET is pressed
FAULT: Lit if a system fault is detected.

Switches off automatically when the fault is corrected

POWER: Lit when the panel is in a state of normal operation
ALL ZONES: Lit when ALL ZONES is pressed.

Switches off when ALL ZONES is pressed again
ZONE: Lit for each selected zone.

Switches off when ZONE is pressed again

  AutroVoice                         BR-200

Normal operation:          Only the green POWER lamp is lit


